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1 Introduction 

 

GEMBA Note for Salesforce is a package that connects Salesforce information and 

pages in GEMBA Note for Business (http://business.metamoji.com/gemba-note/).  

This linkage allows Salesforce users to open a GEMBA Note page containing rich 

annotations (handwriting, voice, video, etc.) from an instance such as a case or 

opportunity in Salesforce. The structured data is kept in Salesforce and the 

unstructured data is saved in GEMBA Note. 

 

The client app for GEMBA Note for Business has been released in the Appstore and 

Windows Store. The features of GEMBA Note for Salesforce will be added to the 

business app.  

 

2 GEMBA Note for Business Overview 

 

2.1 What is GEMBA Note for Business 

 

GEMBA Note for Business is a state-of-the-art app that can digitize the paper forms 

and workbooks used for services, and industries engaged in field based activities. The 

app makes it possible to record information, create flexible to-do lists and to prioritize 

tasks and inspection results. Users can transform their notes into sophisticated 

organizational plans, assessment reports, and action lists. The app combines the 

flexibility of a pen and paper with digital media, capturing directly from your tablet. 

Audio recording features enable users to capture an accurate record of conversations, 

environmental sounds, or just spoken notes. 

 

Information comes in many forms, and GEMBA Note is designed to help you capture it 

quickly and efficiently. Combine structured and unstructured information, such as 

forms, spreadsheets, sketches, and free format notes. Forms can be designed within the 

application or imported from PDF and office documents. GEMBA Note is used in a wide 

variety of industries, including construction, civil engineering, facilities management, 

surveying, and servicing. 

Teams can co-edit documents in real time and even use the application as an interactive 

whiteboard. The Share function of the app is a group collaboration tool for dozens of 

editors or readers to share information, and to visually express their ideas and show 

http://business.metamoji.com/gemba-note/
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their current circumstances through live interactive sessions. 

 

Feature Overview:  

 Use the included form and paper templates, import your existing forms or create new 

ones 

 Maintain a diary with pages automatically timestamped, allowing you to organize 

and view your records using the calendar view 

 Using the spreadsheet component enter data, automatically calculate results, and 

perform analysis 

 Capture audio and movie quickly with voice/video memos. Easily play within your 

note pages 

 Jump to notes taken on a specific day using the calendar view 

 Search for target templates or content using tags, enabling to-do lists and much more 

 Customize search conditions 

 Write, sketch and draw notes with a variety of pens, paper layouts, and graphics. 

Includes calligraphy pens and special inks from a vast color palette 

 Take photographs using the camera or import existing images straight into your 

documents 

 A vector graphics system (as used in CAD applications) means you can fine tune and 

edit anything you add 

 Move, scale and rotate anything on your page without losing quality 

 Import PDF documents as pages in a note, annotate and then save as a new PDF file 

 Import multiple PDF documents on the same page for side by side information 

analysis 

 Easily capture text from a keyboard 

 Enhanced text formatting options include options to add bullets and increase & 

decrease indents 

 Pre-defined basic shapes library for quick use 

 Include web page links and visualizations within a note 

 Smart cropping tool for photo editing 

 Quickly access frequently used tools and commands, customized for different 

business scenarios 
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Share Features:  

 Create teams and share templates, items, and toolboxes between members 

 Convert to a Share Note to allow multiple users to visually interact with the 

documents and add text, handwriting, photos, new pages, graphics, spreadsheets, 

and any other content types.  

 Tools for managing meetings: 

 Control a meeting by a presenter. The presenter can turn pages of the current 

Share Note and zoom in and out on the current editor screen 

 Easily view planned and ad-hoc future and past meetings 

 

2.2 What GEMBA Note for Salesforce Can Do 

 

GEMBA Note for Salesforce is a bridge between Salesforce and GEMBA Note. The data 

such as cases and opportunities in Salesforce can be imported into GEMBA Note as 

pages. The pages are automatically generated using a note template that is customized 

in GEMBA Note. On GEMBA Note, the user can draw, add a text unit, web unit, photo, 

spreadsheet, voice, video, and so on. These functions are available even the user is 

located without network. For example, a field service engineer brings an iPad or iPhone 

on which case data are stored from Salesforce to GEMBA Note. The engineer can keep 

records with handwriting, text, photo, voice, and video at customer’s office offline.  

In addition, the updated data (Salesforce’s field values) on GEMBA’s pages can be stored 

in Salesforce. At the time, a custom object defined inside Salesforce is automatically 

generated. 
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Figure 1: Salesforce and GEMBA Note 

 

The GEMBA Note for Salesforce package includes a custom object named GEMBA Link. 

The object has properties describing the note and page in a GEMBA Note as shown 

below: 
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Figure 2: A sample of GEMBA Link in Salesforce 

 

The custom object includes: 

  Note Name: Title of the linked note in GEMBA Note 

  Linked User Name:  

Who linked the note in GEMBA Note (account from GEMBA Note) 

  Note ID: Identifier of the note in GEMBA Note 

  Note URL: URL of the linked note in GEMBA Note 

  Page ID: Identifier of the linked page in GEMBA Note 

  Page URL: URL of the linked page in GEMBA Note 

 

When you tap the ‘Page URL’ using the Safari app on iOS, the corresponding GEMBA 

note will open at the correct page. 

A GEMBA Link object refers to a target Salesforce object such as case and opportunity. 

It means that the Salesforce user can open a target GEMBA Note from an object in 

Salesforce to see the richer annotations such as handwriting, photo, and video. 
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2.3 How GEMBA Note for Salesforce Works 

 

GEMBA Note for Salesforce works with a web service using REST. When you get 

Salesforce objects, GEMBA Note submits a GET message with JSON data. When you 

send field values from GEMBA Note, the app submits a POST message with JSON data.  

The role of the web service is not only sending or receiving a message, but also adjust 

naming in schemas between the Salesforce and GEMBA Note API’s. 

 

We assume that specific web services will be designed and implemented by system 

integrators to access data as required for individual installations. At MetaMoJi we have 

developed the service utilizing node-red (https://nodered.org/).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: RESTful Service based on Node-RED 

 

  

https://nodered.org/
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3 Customization Overview 

 

This chapter summarizes what components should be customized or developed for both 

the GEMBA Note client app and Salesforce. 

 

3.1 Components to be Customized 

 

To gain benefits from the GEMBA Note for Salesforce, you need to customize the 

following components: 

 

Component Product/Store Description 

Form GEMBA Note 

 Client app 

Form (page template) to be created with the 

development environment in GEMBA Note 

Tag Schema GEMBA Note 

 Client app 

Collection of tags to be defined using the GEMBA Note 

client app. 

GEMBA Link AppExchange A custom object in Salesforce.  

Install the GEMBA Note app from the AppExchange 

with your Salesforce organization. 

Fields & Relations Salesforce Create a link relation from your Salesforce objects to 

GEMBA Link 

HTTP Methods Server GET and POST methods used for linking GEMBA Note 

and Salesforce. 

Search Settings Files GEMBA Note 

 Client app 

XML files that define how data is retrieved from 

Salesforce. 

 

3.2 Users and Access Permissions 

 

In the GEMBA Note side, the user type must be “Developer” to create a form, to define a 

tag schema, and to link the form and the schema. 

The profile of the user should be “System Administrator” in Salesforce. 
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3.3 Sample Data - Property 

 

To describe steps to customize or develop each component, a sample object named 

“Property” will be used. A property object is a real estate that represents an apartment, 

a house, an office. It includes the following information: 

 

Field Data Type Description 

ID Text Identifier used in the Salesforce object 

(*) This parameter is used for an HTTP POST 

method. 

Property Name Text Name of the property 

Type Text Property type such as Apartment, House, Office, 

Land Only, and Other. 

Price Currency 

(Float) 

The price of the property 

Location Text Place (address) of the property. 
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4 Customization in GEMBA Note 

 

This chapter illustrates tasks within the GEMBA Note client app. 

For more details about the form creation, please have a look into: 

http://product.metamoji.com/manual/gemba_b3/document/gemba_note3_form_guide_en.pdf 

 

4.1 Creating a Development Team Drive 

 

A form can be created within a development team drive (folder). Please create a team 

from  on the top bar menu > [Create Package] on the Notes List screen of GEMBA 

Note. 

 

4.2 Creating a Form 

 

A form is a page that allows you to enter or edit data within a note. On the form, you can 

put a variety of form controls; checkbox, number input, text input, text-area, etc. 

 

[1] Creating a Note 

On the created development team drive, tap and select an appropriate note type. 

A new note will be created.  

You can change the paper size and background > [Paper]. 

 

[2] Putting Form Controls 

On the page, choose a form control from  > [Add Form Control]. 

 

http://product.metamoji.com/manual/gemba_b3/document/gemba_note3_form_guide_en.pdf
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Figure 4: Property Form 

 

You can insert a caption for each form control by tapping on the top bar menu and 

place the text unit. 

 

4.3 Defining a Tag Schema 

A tag schema is a collection of attributes that represents a target object. For example, a 

real estate property includes attributes such as name, type, price, and location as 

described before. 

 

To define a tag schema, hold down on a development team drive and navigate to [More] 

> [Tag Schema List] from the context menu popped up.  

 

[1] Creating a Tag Schema 

Tap [Import] on the Tag Schema List dialog. Then tap [Add Tag Schema]. You have the 

Create Tag Schema dialog. 

 

Figure 5: Creating a Tag Schema 

Text Input Field 

Text Input Field 

Text Input Field 

Number Input Field 

Text Area Field 

Insert text units. Command Button 
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Enter an ID of the schema (e.g. Property) on the Create Tag Schema. 

When tapping the setting icon next to “Tag ID”, you can specify a display name for 

Japanese and English. 

 

Figure 6: Editing Display Name of a Tag Schema 

 

[2] Creating a Property (Attribute) 

Tapping [Add Property] creates a new property. 

 

 

Figure 7: Creating a Property 

 

Enter the property ID and choose one of the data types (Boolean, Float, Integer, Text, 

Date or Datetime). When tapping the setting icon next to “Property ID”, you can specify 

a display name for Japanese and English. 
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Figure 8: Editing Display Name of a Property 

 

The following dialog shows the all available properties of the Property tag schema. 

 

 

Figure 9: Property Tag Schema 
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4.4 Linking Form Controls to Tags 

 

The next step is to connect each form control to a tag (a property) of your created tag 

schema. 

 

[1] Assigning a Tag Schema to a Form 

Open your note which includes the Property form again, and touch the book icon  to 

open the list of pages (Pages List). Then hold down on the page. You have the context 

menu.  

 

Figure 10: Tag Schema Settings 

 

Select [Tag] > [Settings] from the context menu. You have the Tags dialog. Tapping [Add 

Tag] brings the Tag Schema List dialog. Check the Property item in the list and tap the 

Done button.  
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Figure 11: Specifying a Tag Schema from the list 

 

[2] Linking Each Form Control to a Tag 

Holding down on a Form Control brings the context menu. Go to [Form] > [Link to Tag]. 

You have the list of available tag properties such as Id, Name, Type, or Location. Choose 

an appropriate tag property. 

 

Figure 12: Linking a Form Control to a Tag 

 

Repeat the same operation for each form control on the page. 
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4.5 Setting a POST Method to a Command Button 

The command button “Update” in the Figure 4 is used to send input field values from 

the form controls to the Salesforce server.  

When you hold down on the button, you have the context menu. Navigating [Form] > 

[Command Button Settings] from the context menu, you will get the Command Button 

Settings dialog. 

 

Figure 13: Setting URL to a Command Button 

 

On the Command Button Settings dialog, tap [Command to Run] and choose [Send Tag 

Information to Server]. You will have the Send Tag Information to Server dialog on 

which you need to specify the following info: 

 

Parameter Description 

URL URL for an HTTP POST method. 

Specify what you implemented in the section 6.4. 

Tag Name of a tag schema. 

Specify what you created in the section 4.34.3.  
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4.6 Registering a Form as a Paper Template 

To retrieve Salesforce data into the GEMBA Note app, you will be asked which paper 

template is used to generate pages. To register your created form as a paper template, 

on the Pages List hold down on a target page. Then select [Register Paper Template] 

from the context menu. You have the Register Paper Template dialog below: 

 

 

Figure 14: Registering a Paper Template 

 

Enter a template name (e.g. Property Form) and choose a package name. The form will 

be registered in the package as a paper template.  

 

To confirm whether the template is registered, go to  > [Add Page] > [Add using 

Paper Style] > [Shared Templates] > [Your package name].  
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4.7 Defining a Search Condition 

 

GEMBA Note embeds the search function based on tag schemata. Based on this 

mechanism external data such as Salesforce can be imported. 

 

A search condition file is an XML file that contains the following structure: 

 

 

Element Name Description 

searchSetting The root element 

settingId Defines the search setting ID 

extractSettings Defines how to retrieve data 

sql SQL statement 

resultClass Tag schema to be mapped from the search result 

searchParameters Defines parameters to be used for the search condition 

 

  

<?xml  version=”1.0”  encoding=”UTF-8”?> 

<searchSetting  

xmlns=”http://xmlns.metamoi.com/noteanytime/aggregation/searchSetting/1.0”> 

<settingId> 

        <name>...</name> 

    </settingId> 

    <extractSettings> 

        <connector>…</connector> 

    </extractSettings> 

<sql>…</sql> 

<resultClass tagId="Property"/> 

<searchParameters> 

        <searchParameter>…</searchParameter> 

</searchParameters> 

</searchSetting> 
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[1] Search Setting ID 

The <settingID> element includes <name> elements that represent names of the search 

condition in different languages with the “xml:lang” attribute. 

 

Sample: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[2] Extraction Settings 

The <extractSettings> element includes a <connector> element that shows how to get 

data from a target REST http. The <connector> element contains a <url> element and a 

<method> element. The extractTableName attribute of the <extraSettings> element is 

used in the <sql> element. 

 

Sample: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The <url> content will be implemented in 6.1 section. 

 

[3] SQL 

The <sql> element declares an SQL statement that retrieves a search result. 

 

Sample: 

 

 

 

 

<settingId id="REST_SFProperty"> 

 <name xml:lang="en">[Salesforce] Property Search</name> 

 <name xml:lang="ja">[Salesforce] 物件検索</name> 

</settingId> 

<extractSettings> 

<connector type="REST" extractTableName="property_list"> 

<url>http://localhost:1880/sf_get_property_en</url> 

<method>GET</method> 

</connector> 

</extractSettings> 

<sql>SELECT id, Name, Type, Price, Location  

FROM property_list WHERE Name LIKE '%$PNAME%' ORDER BY id ASC 

</sql> 
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[4] Result Class 

The <resultClass> element declares which tag schema is applied to for mapping data 

from the search result. 

 

Sample: 

 

 

 

[5] Search Parameters 

The <searchParameters> element contains parameters for the search condition. 

<searcParameter> elements represent parameters to be used in other places. 

For example, “PNAME” in the following sample is used for the WHERE statement in 

the <sql> element above. You can specify an initial value for each parameter. 

 

Sample: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please save the XML file in iTunes, your WebDAV server, or any external storage apps 

such as OneDrive, DropBox, Google Drive, etc. 

  

<resultClass tagId="Property"/> 

<searchParameters> 

<searchParameter type="String"> 

<parameterId id="PNAME"> 

     <name xml:lang="en">Property Name</name> 

     <name xml:lang="ja">物件名</name> 

</parameterId> 

<initialValue>Apt</initialValue> 

</searchParameter> 

</searchParameters> 
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Sample Search Condition (REST_Property_Settings.mmjconf): 

Download → https://www.dropbox.com/s/u4ajctbwzujnhkv/REST_Property_Setting.agss?dl=0 

  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<searchSetting xmlns="http://xmlns.metamoji.com/noteanytime/searchSetting/1.0"> 

 <settingId id="REST_SFProperty"> 

  <name xml:lang="en">[Salesforce] Property Search</name> 

  <name xml:lang="ja">[Salesforce] 物件検索</name> 

 </settingId> 

 <extractSettings> 

  <connector type="REST" extractTableName="property_list"> 

  

 <url>http://mps101a-nodered-beta.metamoji.com:1880/sf_get_property_en</url> 

   <method>GET</method> 

  </connector> 

 </extractSettings> 

 <sql>SELECT id,Name,Type,Price,Location  

  FROM property_list WHERE Name LIKE '%$PNAME%' ORDER BY id ASC 

 </sql> 

 <resultClass tagId="Property"/> 

 <searchParameters> 

  <searchParameter type="String"> 

   <parameterId id="PNAME"> 

    <name xml:lang="en">Property Name</name> 

    <name xml:lang="ja">物件名</name> 

   </parameterId> 

   <initialValue>Apt</initialValue> 

  </searchParameter> 

 </searchParameters> 

</searchSetting> 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/u4ajctbwzujnhkv/REST_Property_Setting.agss?dl=0
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4.8 Importing a Search Condition File 

 

You need to import the XML file created in the previous section into a Development 

Team Drive. To do that, hold down on the package you have created in the 4.1 section.  

 

 

 

Select [More] > [Filter Search Condition List] from the context menu. Tapping [Import] 

on the “Filter Search List” dialog brings a pop-up menu including “Browse”, “Read from 

iTunes”, and “Read from WebDAV”. Select one of the commands to navigate to the target 

place where you saved the XML file. When you tap the XML file, the search condition 

will be imported to your package. 
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5 Customization in Salesforce 

 

This chapter describes how Salesforce components are customized. 

To describe that, a custom object “Property” is used. 

https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/modules/data_modeling/units/objects_intro 

 

 

Figure 15: Custom Object “Property” in Salesforce 

 

5.1 Installing GEMBA Note package from AppExchange 

 

The GEMBA Note package has been released from the AppExchange. Please install the 

app from the store. The installed components (*) are as follows: 

 

https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/modules/data_modeling/units/objects_intro
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(*) You can see this list from [Setup] > [Installed Packages] > [GEMBA] > [View Components]. 

 

5.2 Creating a Relationship from GEMBA Link 

 

This operation is required when using objects other than standard objects such as 

Account, Case, Contact, and Opportunity. 

 

The following steps show how to add a reference field for a custom object “Property.” 

1. Tap  > [Setup] on the Salesforce screen. 

2. Open [Object Manage] from the tap. 

3. Select [GEMBA Link] from the list of available objects. 

4. Click [Fields & Relationships] on the side bar. 

5. Tap [New] and choose [Lookup Relationship] as the data type. 

6. Tap [Next] at the top or bottom of the screen. 

7. Select [Property] to which the Property object is related and click [Next]. 

8. Specify “Property” for the Field Label and Field Name and “GEMBA_Links” as 
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the Child Relationship Name, then click [Next]. 

 

9. Click [Next] (Step 4. Establish field-level security for reference field) and [Next] 

(Step 5. Add reference field to Page Layouts) 

10. Confirm whether the Related List Label is set to “GEMBA Links”, click [Save]. 

 

 

The Property field (the name is Property__c) is added to the object.  
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5.3 Setting Up Layout of the Target Object 

 

The GEMBA Note for Salesforce package includes a custom object named GEMBA Link. 

The object can refer to any other standard and custom objects in Salesforce. 

For example, if you need to have the link function for a custom object “Property”, the 

following steps show how to modify a page layout. 

 

1. Tap  > [Setup] on the Salesforce screen. 

2. Open [Object Manage] from the tap. 

3. Go to [Property] > [Page Layouts] > [Property Layout]. 

4. Select [Related Lists] on the sub-window at the top of the layout screen.  

You can find [GEMBA Links]. 

5. Drag [GEMBA Links] and drop it to the Related Lists area (see the figure 

below). 

 

 

6. Tap the wrench icon to open the Related List Properties of GEMBA Links. 
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7. Move “Note Name”, “Page URL”, and “Linked User Name” from the Available 

Fields to the Selected Fields and tap the OK button. 

8. Tap [Save] to store the property layout. 
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6 Developing HTTP Methods for a RESTful Service 

 

GEMBA Note for Salesforce works with a web service using REST as described in the 

section 2.3.  

 

We assume that specific web services will be designed and implemented by system 

integrators to access data as required for individual installations. At MetaMoJi we have 

developed the service utilizing Node-RED (https://nodered.org/). In this chapter, we 

show you two samples based on Node-RED. 

 

6.1 Why is a RESTful Service necessary? 

 

As you implemented the Property tag schema in GEMBA Note and the Property custom 

object in Salesforce, the schemata are different in both systems. 

 

 

The RESTful service is used to map different item names and their values from 

Salesforce to GEMBA Note (GET methods) and vice versa (POST methods).  

 

6.2 What is Node-RED? 

 

Node-RED is a programming tool for wiring together hardware devices, APIs and online 

services. It provides a browser-based editor that makes it easy to wire together flows 

using a variety of nodes in the palette that can be deployed to its runtime.  

 

The programming in Node-RED is to drag and drop nodes, set information for each node, 

write some Java Script code, and connect nodes together with wires. 

 

https://nodered.org/
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Here are basic nodes that are used for the two samples: 

 

Node Node Icon Description 

HTTP IN 

 

Creates an HTTP end-point for creating web 

services. 

HTTP OUT 

(response)  

Sends responses back to requests received 

from an HTTP Input node. 

Function 

 

A JavaScript function block to run against 

the messages being received by the node. 

SOQL 

 

Executes an SOQL query. 

Library: node-red-contrib-salesforce (*) 

DML 

 

Executes an insert, update, upsert or delete 

DML statement. 

Library: node-red-contrib-salesforce (*) 

 

(*1) https://flows.nodered.org/node/node-red-contrib-salesforce 

 

6.3 Implementing a GET Method 

 

To get the Property objects (Property__c) from Salesforce, an HTTP IN node, an SOQL 

node, a Function node, and an HTTP OUT node are wired as follows: 

 

 

[1]  (HTTP IN) 

The HTTP end point is specified as /sf_get_property_en. 

 

 

https://flows.nodered.org/node/node-red-contrib-salesforce
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[2]  (SOQL) 

An SOQL statement  

“SELECT Id, Name, Type__c, Price__c, Location__c FROM Property__c”  

is specified to the Query field. 

 

 

[3]  (Function) 

This function alters a JSON structure from Salesforce to the corresponding JSON 

structure for GEMBA Note.  
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[4]  (HTTP OUT) 

Only the name of the node is specified. 

 

 

A sample URL http://mps101a-nodered-beta.metamoji.com:1880/sf_get_property_en 

returns a JSON structure on a web browser as follows: 

 

  

http://mps101a-nodered-beta.metamoji.com:1880/sf_get_property_en
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6.4 Implementing a POST Method 

 

This method is embedded to a Command Button, a form control of the GEMBA Note 

appl. It is used to put values from GEMBA Note to Salesforce. The flow figure is as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

[1] (HTTP IN) 

The HTTP end point is specified as /sf_post_property_en. 

 

 

This node obtains a JSON structure from GEMBA Note. The following figure shows a 

sample structure of the JSON data: 
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[2]  (Function) 

The node includes the list of available type names, an error message, and available field 

names that are used in the next node. 

 

[3]  (Function) 

The value of the Type field is checked whether it is valid with referring to msg.type_list. 
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[4]  (Switch) 

If any invalid values exist, go to the node 1. Else go to the node 2. 

 

 

[5]  (Function) 

The statusCode for the HTTP out is set to 400. 
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[6]  (Function) 

Put values from GEMBA Note to corresponding fields in Salesforce. 

 

[7]  (DML) 

Update the values of the Property__c instance in Salesforce. 
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[8]  (Function) 

The statusCode for the HTTP out is set to 204. 

 

 

 

[9]  (HTTP OUT) 

Only the name of the note is specified. 

 

If the object is successfully updated, the node will return a JSON structure as follows: 
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6.5 Generating a GEMBA Link 

 

The flow described in the previous section does not include the function to generate a 

GEMBA Link object in Salesforce.  

 

 

 

[1]  (Function) 

The msg structure is forwarded to the next two nodes so that the structure cannot be 

modified. 

 

 

 

 

[2]  (Function) 

The msg.req.query.link element is set to “property__c”, a target Salesforce class name. It 

is used to connect the Property__c instance and the GEMBA_Link instance in 

Salesforce. 
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[3] (Sub flow) 

The node expands to the following flow: 

 

This sub-flow generates a GEMBA_Link instance in Salesforce. 
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7 Testing 

 

After you finish customizing components for GEMBA Note and Salesforce, you need 

to confirm whether your customization will work as you expected.  

 

7.1 Importing Data from Salesforce 

From the  icon on top bar menu, you can add objects (pages, items, spreadsheet, 

shapes, etc.) into your GEMBA Note.  

Importing data from Salesforce is implemented in [Add Page] > [Add Pages from Filter]: 

 

 

 

1. Tap [Add Pages from Filter]. 

You have the Filter Settings dialog: 

 

 

2. Tap [Search Condition] on the dialog. 

The Search Condition Selection dialog appears: 
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Your created search condition names appears in the list.  

 

3. Choose [Salesforce] Property Search. You can see [Property Name] which is 

designed for parameter settings in the XML file. 

 

 

4. When you tap [Property Name], you are asked to specify the parameter value 

as follows:  

 

 

5. Tap the Done button on the Filter Settings dialog (see step 3). Now open the 

Page Generation Settings dialog. 
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[Search Results] shows the number of target Salesforce instances found with 

the search condition specified in the previous steps. 

 

6. Tap [Paper Template] on the Page Addition Settings dialog. 

The Select Paper dialog allows you to choose a target paper template. 

 

 

7. Select “Property Form” which has been created and registered. 

 

8. Tap the Done button on the Page Generation Settings dialog.  

Pages based on the selected paper template (“Property Form”) will be 

generated as follows: 
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On the generated pages, you can draw, add text, web unit, photos, video, and so 

on.  
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7.2 Updating Salesforce Data from GEMBA Note 

 

You can send data back to Salesforce from GEMBA Note. 

Tap the Update button on a target generated page. 

 

 

 

All field values are not updated. Each REST URL is designed for which field values are 

updated. On the Case Sheet template, you can update Status, Priority, Type, Reason, 

Origin, and Description. The specifications depend on what you implemented the HTTP 

POST method.  
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7.3 Opening a GEMBA Note Page from Salesforce 

 

Using the Safari app on iOS, you can open a target GEMBA page from a Salesforce 

object.  

 

1. Log in to a Salesforce account using the Safari app. 

2. Navigate to a Salesforce object updated from the GEMBA Note app.  

 

3. Tap the RELATED tab and scroll the window so that you can see [GEMBA 

Links]. 
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4. Tap a target GEMBA Link from a list of GEMBA Link instances to open it. 

 

5. Tap the Page URL on the page:  

 

6. On the Safari screen, tap [Open in GEMBA Note 4].  

If you don’t see the target app, tap [More…] to select the correct application 

name. The target GEMBA note will open at the correct page (*) 

(*) If you delete the GEMBA note or page this cannot be opened. 
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